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' /  The bell is a conspicuous and unique structure
hanging beneath the lower jaw of both male and fgnlale moose,
M ae s  ixlgeB L. Sexual dimorphism was seen in the shape and
Éize of the bell. Males demonstrated the greatest development •
. ‘
and variation. The longest bells were found generally on young
bulls 2 - 4 years old. The dewlap portion of the male bell
* '  . *
broadened and the ta il portion shortened with increased age.
■ * ' »
These morphological changes resulted p a rtia lly  from-the loss of 
a ll or a portion of the bell t a i l , probably by freezing. Females 
generally possessed a shorter, less conspicuous bell than,mal es. 
Bells on females older than 3.5 years changed l i t t l e  in their 
appearance with increasing age and were similar morphologically 
to bells on yearling males.
The density and rate of growth of hair on the bell 
were examined in relation to changing bell morphology and loss 
of the bell ta i l .  The density of moose winter tic k , Demaaentov 
a lb ip ia tu s , was higher on the ciistal tip  of the bell (up to 11/ 
cm )̂ than recorded in the lite ra tu re . The feeding activ ity  of 
ticks may contribute to the loss of the bell ta il  through freezing.
The bell did not appear to be a specialized organ for 
glandular secretion. The bell consisted of an évagination of 
hair-covered skin united by a dermal core. Both sebaceous and
i f
4
eccrine-like sweat glands were present in skin of the bell but . I
' ' " ' ' 'V " ' - ' : ' . . ' 1
they did nbt d iffe r  in number or appearance from those elsewhere
 ̂ - i- ' - . / - . ' ". . ... "X .1  ' ' ;
in general body skin. -
^ ' -,The major blood vessels of th # beliTjncluded a single
\  bell artery which originated from eith.er the le f t  or right 
lingual and a bell vein jojninq either the le f t  or right jugular 
C beneath the skin in the upper neck.
* The possible importance of the bell as a visual cue
in social^interactions is discussed but a defin itive explanation |
^ i . I
of the function of the moose bell remains obscure. I
■ ■ ■ '  ; .
i f . : / ' /
: * f :  - • /  ' . i c
A / : /  : h: '
y ' - y / i s i f / / /
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INTRODUCTION A
The moose, Alces alces L ., is the largest liv ing cervid 
and readily distinguished by its  heavy body, long leg t; large ears, 
short neck and unique dewlap or 'b e l l ' (Herrick 1892;  ̂Peterson 1955)..
This hair-covered fold of skin arises ventral 1y from the inter-mandibular 
area and hangs free from the throat region in both sexes (Gunderson 
and Beer 1953; Burt 1957; Cahalane 1961). The bell can be seen on all 
four races of moose in North American including A. a. ameriaana 
A. a. andprsonit A. a. sh iras i and A, a. gigas (Seton 1929; Peterson 
1955;,Van.Wormer 1972; Franzmann 1978). The bell is also present on 
A. a. alcest A. a. pfizei^mayeri and X. a. oameloides in Europe, central and 
eastern Siberia and th ^ 'F ar East" respectively where i t  is referred to as 
skjegg or "beard" in Scandinavia (0. Lykke, 7660 Vuku, Norway, personal 
communication to A. B. Bubenik, Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources, 
Southern Research Station, Maple, Ontario 1978); B^rtzapfen or "cone-1ike- 
beard" in German (Zschetzsche 1959);'fear-ring"as translated lite ra lly  
from Russian (Kozhukhov 1965) and "pear with long, h a ir-lik e  beard" from 
Chinese (pers. com .; Peking Zoo, I978 )f The distinctive appearance of 
the bell was even depicted in rock paintings o f moose by neolithic  
hunters in the Lake Baikal area as long ago as three to four thousand
;
years (Vereshchagin 1967) and by North American Indians in rock 
paintings in the Great Lakes Region (Dewdney and Kidd 1967).
Pendulous structures.similar to the bell, but usually less 





■ ■ - ' A
antelope including the Indian’n ilg a i, ScjseZq̂ Aus tragoaamelus
B lainville , African eland, Tcoofĉ ĵ pogus spp. and maie goats such as
àapTfi ihex  L. and C. hiraus l .  (see Grassë 1948; Dorst and Dandelot
1970). The maies of several races of domestic goat derivçd from •
*
C. hiraua  carry a varying number of skin appendages on the lower jaw 
_ (Darlington 1957) and the beard on old male markhors, Capra fa lao n eri L ., 
extends from the chin down the underside of the throat (Drimmer 1954).
A dewlap is also seen in male African boyids including the nyala,
r * *• Ï, ■ . '
Tragelaphus angasi Gray and the blue wildebeest, Comodhaetes tcarrinus 
(Burchell) (see Dorst and Dandelot 1970). A conspicuous mane is seen 
along the underside of the neck of male cariboo, E akgifer tarahdus 
aaribou (Gmelin), (see Bergerud 1974) and on both male and female Merican 
bison, Meon bison L . (see Lott 1974). The Rocky Mountain goat,
-Orecamos americamis Rafinesque, has a beard of s t i f f  hairs on the under- 
side of the chin in both sexes (Geist 1965).
The African chevrotain, 'Eyemosahus aquatiaus (Ogilby), haç a 
glandular area beneath the lower jaw, between the throat and the,chin 
(Dubost 1975). H. aquatiaus a tragulid, the group from which modem 
bovids and cervids are thought to have evolved (Vaughan 1972). White- 
tailed deer, Odoaoileus v ir^ in ianus borealis  M ille r, have a skin 
protruberance. carrying ta c tile  hairs in this region under the jaw 
(Bubenik pers. comm. # 7 7 ). Lott (1974) quotes Propst (pers. comm. 1971) 
who observed feral b i l l ie  goat Capra spp. on Catalina Island, California 
urinating on their beards at certain times of the year. I t  is possible 
that the chin gland of the ancestoral tragulids and beards, neck manes
and dewlaps may function in some way to produce or broadcast olfactory 
cues to conspecifics. Certain glands on the head of pronghorn antelope 
Antiloaapra ameriaana Ord, (see Kitchen and Bromley 1974), Maxwell's 
duiker, Cephalophus maxuelli (Thiinberg), (see Ralls 1969), black- 
tailed ‘deer, Odcocileus hemiônus (Richardson) (see Quay
and Miiller-Schwarze 1970) ancj caribou ffowgf/er spp. (see Quay 1955)
^re thought to play a role in olfactory communication.
The bell seen on moose may function sim ilarly in olfactory 
conmunication (Fitzinger 1874; Zschetzche 1959) but several other 
explanations have been offered to interpret its  presence. Vereshchagin 
(1967) believed i t  helped to protect the gullet from excessive cold \
when moose bedded on the snow. Herrick (1892) implied its  purpose was 
purely ornamental. Bubenik (pers. comm. 1977) suggested the bell may 
be a thermoregulatory organ or serve as a visual gue in social in ter­
actions aiding to distinguish male, female and immature animals during 
the antierless period. Seton (1929) and Bubenik (1973) speculated that
the bell in present day moose may be a yestigal organ which through
/ . . ' ' ' \  
evolution has lost its  original function and no longer;serves any useful
; . ' 
purpose. “A'
The objective of the.present study was to determine any 
morphometric differences in the bells of male and female moose of 
different ages, to investigate the development, histology and vascularization 
of the bell and fin a lly  to speculate on its  possible function.
A
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The heads of 427 (235 192 ??) moose killed by hunters
and vehicles in the North Central Region of Ontario from 1975-78 were 
examined. The sample included animals of a ll  ages (some whole fetuses) 
killed throughout the year but detailed measurements of the bell were 
taken from only 338 (177 ^  161 ??) specimens shot during the hunting 
season (October 4 -  December 15) of 1976 and 1977 (Appendix 1). A 
reference number, sex, date killed and estimated wear class age 
(Passmore e t a l. 1959) were recorded for each' animal. A more precise
age for most animals ,>5 months was la te r determined .by counting
cementum rings on central incisohs (Sergeant and Pimlott ,Tj959).
Heads, usually severed from the body between the(atlas and
•  ' •  '  ' '  I -
axis, were placed le f t  side down on a f la t  sheet of heavy white paper (
2 «  '
1 m . The hair covering the bell wa% spread in a normal hanging position.
A profile of tfie bell with hair (WH) was then drawn with a pencil or
' ) . " . . ' ' '  . ' . '
lig h t f e l t  marker. Four reference points including the angle of the
' y  '
lower jaw, tip  of the lower l ip , the locâ^on of the skin at the distal
end of the bell, and tip  of the longest hairs hanging from the distal
end were included on the drawing (Fig. Ir). Wha,hatr,on the bell was 
removed by cutting to within 0.5 cm of the skin using beavy-duty 
electric  clippers (Sunbeam c lip  master model SlOA). The head was 
replaced on the original drawing and the pro file  o f  the'clipped bell 
without hair (WOH) was traced. The bell was then cut from the head 
along the edge of the lower mandibles and examined for external scars,,
#
y
- v  : / : : ' .  '  ' -  , . ' ■ ■
Fig. ,1. Bell of moose-drawn in normal hanging position with hair 
(WH) anà without hair (WOH) p ro file . The four points @
(A, B, C, D) were used as reference marks. Eight additional 
arbitrary reference points ( A ) fac ilita ted  morphom^ric 
analysis. These included; jaw length -  AB; bell length (WH) 
-  gD; bell length (WOH) gC; dewlap length (WOH) -  go;
Tail length (WOH) - oC; hair length -  CD; in centimeters and 
bell area (WH) -  AijDeA; be.ll area (WOH) -  AihmlCknfeA; 
ta il area' (WOH) -  mlCkn; and dewlap area (WOH) - AihmonfeA 
in square centemeters. Dotted lines indicate the regions 







/ /- -as % ;1 ' ' ’•
, ' i l ''
folds in the s|cin, growths or denuded patches and "placed in,
10% formalin for,future reference. ’
. .  \  ;  '  ;  - '  '
" ] » I
A standard method of numerically computing and comparing 
bell morphology was established (Fig, 1). Measurem#it$ included jaw 
, length (AB), bell length with hair (gD), bell length withgut hair (gC), 
bell ta il length (oC), hair length (CD), dewlap length'Tgo)» area of 
bell profile  with hair (AijDeA), area of bell profile  without hair 
(AihmlCknfeA), area o f bell ta il without hair (mlCkn) and area of dewlap 
; Without hair (AihmonfeA). The junction between dewlap'and ta il portions
. y
of the b e ll was a rb itra rily  defined as’thal point aicto its  length (mnr) ,
where-thé bell was twice its  minimum width ( Ik ) . Areas were measured
from the drawings using an èlectronic planimeter (Electronic graphics
calculator - HumonicsCorp. Landsdale Pa. model 276-137)- Sample sizes ;
used in subsequent analyses varied to a small extent since a ll standard
measurements could not be taken fronr’évery bell. 1 ■
- ' '  -  .  .
The rate of hair growth was investigated during the period **
September 27 -  pec.ember 30, 1978 using a captive maljg moose 1.5 years
old. Hair at the terminal tip  of the bell was clipped to within 2
millimetres of the epidermis on September..27th. Samples of theJgi^wing
clipped hair were extracted with hair bulbs attached ayt,ap*pr,oximately
' ' ' '
2 week intervals to December 30. Control samples of undipped growing 
hair in ‘the adjacent ta il area were also removed an^ their lengths
' I
compared to clipped samples. ,
/
A Duncan's multiple range test (Duncan 1955) was employed for 







The density of hair along the length pf the ta il portion
of both long and short bells was InvestigaiediT^n\t>filIs used for the
study were a ll from 3.5-year-old males and/had beg  ̂ Stored in formal in i 
' ' . ' ' '
Hair was'clipped from 2 Skin samples (0.25 cm .): cut from each of the
' ' : ' y:-' - T A.,: ,/. ' /  ' ' - ,
proximal, mid and distal regions of th e :ta il (Fig. 1). Both the 
priniary and secondary hairs clipped from skin samples were Gouij|||^n •
9; 9fW#dM:5yracuse glass using a dissecting microscope. ' *
• V': Moose winter.,tidk,; 'DgmzaagM*or albipiatus^ vyere counted* on
the t a i l 'Portion*o t '22 malè' and 32 fema;W W Is ^  col 1 edtedWï̂ dm 
Octo%f 11 to Bedémber 15, 1977 and -%976̂  ' The t a i l  o f  the bdll.
was ^ut R l ï ^ V  -
Thç profila  of was! *trap6d,o&^apefî* pf tjie püxifi.lef^V.'
was measured using an electronic planimeter and the measurement 
doubled to obtain the total surface area. Each half was digested 
'separately using a 5% solution o f  sodium hydroxide at-60°C for 24-48 hr 
to dissolve hair and^oft tissue (Addison e t  a t .  1979).t,;T:he nesulting 
flu id  was strained through a 0.5 mm’meSh. Ticks were not damaged by 
the digest treatment. They were washed from the mesh and the various ' 
developmental, stages counted using a dissecting micrdscope.  ̂ ‘
■Tissue samples from the ta il portion of the bell were V. 
examined histologically. Samples were cut transversely from the 
proximal, mid and distal regions of.the bells of males %pd females of , 
a ll ages. The tissue was f ix e # in  |?ufferéd formalin, de^ydrafed in,
an ethanol series, embedded in paraffin and "cut at a thickness of. . '
 ̂ ' i i , :  %





'J-' : s, examined histologically. Skin samples from the upper cheek arid',
^gland of a fa ll k illed animal were prepared sim ilarly and
: \ \ \  '' » ' /  ' ' ' . 6"
longitudinall.^,- Scars visible grossly at the tip  of bells were also
, compared to bell tissue. L illie s  a-b stain (L i l l ie  1954) and Harris'
, .y  /  ̂ //  - '' . .
hematoxylin-eosfn were used routinely. Special stains included
A k 'L  ’ perlpdi® acid ieuco fuchsin or Schiff's reagent (PAS) to identify
'
funguS'^'itifection and carbohydrates; Marti us yellow-crystal scarlet 
:  ̂ , -
amilinéf^fû^^^ emphasize muscle, keratin and cytoplasm;
yV ÿ VerhbeffvS Van Giésdp^NVVG) to identify elastic fibres (Culling 1974)
It; . and Alcian green phloxine tartrazine (APT), a yariant of the World
Health Organization procedutê fO ji^^ed ,tumours of t ^  lung (Pers.' conrn.
with Histology department, McK(^l% G ^ n ^  ) to delineate
'M-r
"r;
:'4 ■ ■* à'mucin and v ira l inclusion i)P#os.
' The vasculariiatfph- bf the bell Was examined by gross dissection
' * % . following the injection of (vinyl acetate (Ward's Natural Science
r  Establishment, in c . Rochesterv'N.Y. ) into the arteria l and .venous systems. , ' ' ' , .. ' ' ' . ' ' '. ' ^ - / and by x-ray p h p t o g r a p h y ^ W M e  heads, freshly killed or frozen, were
J'̂ v-
le f t  at r6 ^ ' temperatur%^^^°^) for several days allowing clotted'blood
in vessels to  liq u ify . A teflon medicut (Argyle Co.) with a 12 gauge i
'' '' ' '  ̂'  ̂' . . : ' ' , \  ' . y'' . '
cannula was in ^ rted  Ihtfconb of the carotid arteries and tied in place.' . •
' ' ;  '  ̂ \  : V' / , ; .. . /
Fluid Was injected using a 50 be syringe. In it ia lly ,:a  small volume 
(100 cd) of salihe was injectât t^  force remaining blOod out the opposite
«carotid or fpom the tip  of the b^#%hich had been cut o ff; Formalin
. ■ - • ' ' V ; : .... . . .o '
was th^h iiijecta^iand la ft.fo »  T5 mfi%es before injecting 'acetone





. . - ;
followed by red vinyl acetate. I f  resistance to the acetate injection
■ . i  ,
was encountered on one side of the head, the caH tid  artery on the 
opposite side was injected. Finally, the carotids were tied  o ff and 
hemostats clamped on the bell tip  to prevent leakage from the vessels.
A similar procedure was used in injecting barium sulphate (suspension
, . /  \ " - . 
of Ba&osperse, Mallinckrodt Cor(f. ) prior to taking X-ray photographs.
The venousjsystem dn several specimens was traced by exposing both
anterior sùblingual veins and_ back ',fhjecting with blue vinyl acetate.
Double.injected heads with skin removed, were placed in a 4-10%
•solution of potasium hydroxide to remove soft tissue and expose a
cast o f  the circulatory system. In addition,a number of selected
bells (WOH) Severed from heads were injected with vinyl acetate*and
barium sulphate using #21 butterfly needles attached to a 10 cc syringe.
The soft tissue of vinyl acetate injected bells was digested in a 5%
'solution of sodium hydroxide at 60°C for 48 hours. Those injected
with barium sulphate wejre X-ra^^long. with ba*%ii  ̂ injected heads at
M d ^ lla f General HospîtîSl-ip  Tender Bayfiis îpg ayWcker 300 MA portable
X-ray machine.' Dupont chronex;-4 'nTm%Me )4 ‘)c 36 ïdch along with' Hi 
plus screens and" a grid were used, Whole heads reqi#irfed an exposure
. . .  ... '* . V''"'. '"y'- ' ' ,r ' ' '‘.i
time of 14 seconds at 70 KVP,.'15 MA àt a 2%ætre focal :)gngth while
X-rays of bell tissue wère taken at^^O KVA»,15 MAjfp r 1 /2 jsecdnd.









In order to maximize the number of animals in each age 
class for analysis, i t  was desirable to combine ^ata collected in
*  I  ' V
both 1976 and 1977, A meaningful comparison è f  bell measurements 
between the two years could only be done with animals in the age 
classes 0.5 -  4.5 for which there were suffic ient moose examined 
each year. . A two-tailed F test (Nie e t a t , 1975) revdaled no 
significant differences in bell measurements (Areas of bell WH, WOH, 
ta i l  and dewlap and 'b ell,ta il length) between animals of the. same 
age and. sex collected in the two years. The number of animals in . 
older age categories was further increased by grouping 5.5 and 6.5- 
year-olds, 7.5 to 8.5-year-olds and all'animals 9.5 years and older.
The jaw length is used here as an index of the relative size 
of each animal. I t  also influences bell measurements directly  since 
the line AB, representing the jaw length on the head tracings, formed 
a portion of the profile  used to calculate Ithe area of the bell 
(Fig. 1). There were no significant differences between the jaw 
lengths of males and females of a ll ages ( P < 0.01). The jaw length 
of calves was distinctly shorter than that of older animals (Table 1,
Fig. 2). The jaw appears to increase in length in moose up to 3.5
or 4.5 yr but no valid s ta tis tica l differences were seen in the length
of the jaw of animals older than 0.5 yr.
I t  was suspected that moose hair grows rapidly during the 




TABLE 1 _ Length of lower jaw of moose examined
Male Female
.Age (yrs) N, Mean (cm)* N Mean (cm)*
0.5 24 36.8 Î 3-0 
(32.5-45.8)
20 36.5- 3.4 
(30.2-45.0)
1:5 51 45;6± 3.1 
(37.0-52.5)
47 45.2± 2.8 
(37.0-50.Ü)
30 47.2± 3.4  
(40.6-55.2)
20 45.9* 3.7 
(37:4-53.0)
3.5 26 47.3± 3.7
(40.0-54.0)
10 48.4*,2 .3  
(46.0-52.0)
4.5 7 49.4± 2.9  
(46.5-54.0)
12 4 8 .7 *3 .0
(45.0-53.5)
(5.5-6.5) 18 48.3± 2.4  
(43.0-51.0)
15 49.5* 2.6  
(44.6-53.8)
(7.5-8.5). ’ •3 45.l i  6.8  
(37.6-50.7)
8 47.8* 2.8  
(44.0-53.0)
9.5+ ' 8 47.7± 2.2  
(43.5-51.0)
18 i§ .6 *  2.3
(44.5'%3.8)
-
* Mean, -  S. D. (range)
ANOVA (1 way) -  Between age classes
1
Jaw length F = 31.52 Range %est
0.5 (7 .5 -8 .5 ) 1.5. 2.5 3.6 9.5+ (5 .5-6.5) 4.5 
Ç 9 Jaw length F = 37 .95  Range test
0.5 1.5 2.5 (7 .5 -8 .5 ) 3.5 9.5+ 4.5 (5 .5-6 .5)
Note: Mean valijfes for age classes arranged in ascending order of
magnitude. Age classes not underscored by the same line are





Fig. 2. Length of the lower jaw of moose in relation to sex
and age. The horizontal bar indicates means; vertical bars, 
95% confidence Wmits; vertical bar enclosed by curve, one 
standard errotj^above and below the mean. Sample sizes are 
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measurements. The rate of hair growth at the'end of the bell was 
’ examined on a 1.5-year-old captive male. The mean increase in 
length of clipped and undipped hair during the 94 day period was
cm. (Fig. 3). However, the hair grew 2.8 cm. from October 4 to '
November 6, the period in which 77 percent of the bells were ,
collected in 1976 and 1977.
To determine i f  the hair growth during the collection 
period influenced bell measurements taken from head tracings, the 
Jengtli of hair and area of bell with hair from animals taken early 
in the hunting season (October 4 -  November 6) were compared with 
those taken la te r (November 7 -  December 15). Subsamples from 
1976 and 1977 for this comparison were of sufficient size (2- 4) in 
only 4 age groups (0 .5 , 1.5, 2 .5, 3 .5); females; 0.5 y r, from 1976 (N=3 ) were 
excluded. The length of the hair as measured from the tracings did d iffe r - 
significantly (P < 0.5) between early and late male calves in both ,
1976 and T977, male yearlings in 1976 and female yearlings in both.
1976 and 1977. The bell hair on animals k illed  late in the season were 
5 -  50 percent longer than hair on animals k illed  early. There was 
no difference in the hair length between early and late female calves 
nr male yearlings taken in 1977. These analyses also demonstrated 
that the mean length of the hair on the tip  of the bell was similar 
in males and females of a ll ages tested (Table 2 ). A s j^ if ic a n t  
difference (P < 0.05) in the area of the bell with hair was only seen 
between early and late male calves of both 1976 and 1977 (up to 50% 
increase), but not in female calves, although sample sizes were small.
14
/  ' - . . ^
Fig”. 3. Length of clipped and undipped hair sampled from the tip  
of the bell ta il of a 1.5 yr-old captive»male moose at 
intervals from 27 September -  30 December, 1978. Vertical
I '
lines subtending sample size indicate range of hair 
measurement; horizontal lines indicate means. A = difference 
in mean hair length between 4 October and 30 December.
B = difference in mean hair length 27 September and 30 December.






TABLE 2 , Length of hair at the distal end of the
moose bell
Male Female >
Age (yrs) N Mean (cm)* N Mean (cm)*
0.5 L 23 e H t l.G;-: 







7.0 - 1.9 
(1 .9-10.6)
48 7.4- 1.8 
(3.0-11.8)
2.5 30
V .  + '■
8 .0 : 1.9
(4 .0-11.5)




25 7.2:  ̂ 1.8 
(4 .1 -11.2)
10 B.ot 2.5 
(3.1-12.0)
4.5 6 8.2± 1.3 
(6 .5 -10.0)
11 7.1± 1.0 
(5 .6 - 9.1)
(5.5-6.5.) 17 7.7± 1.6 
(5 .0-10.2)
15 7.3± 2.5 
, (3.0-12.2)
(7.5-8.5) 4: 7.6± 2.1 
(5 .3-10.3)
9  ̂ "8.0$ 1.1 
(6 .2 - 9.6) ^
\  9:5+ 8 ^ 7.3^ 1.5 
(5 .1 - 9.2)
19 7.8± 2.5  ̂
(3.0-12.0) '
" ' : ■ :
u
* Mean, ^  S'. D. (fange) . ' ■
ay) -  Between a ^  classes
lir  length F = 2.76 Range Test
0.5 1.5 3.5 9.5+ (7 .5 -8 .5 ) (5 .5-6.5) 2.5 4.5 
$ $ Hair length F = 1.38 Range test
0 .5 2.5 4 . 5 (5 .5 -6 .5 ) 1.5 9.5+ 3.5 (7 .5-8 .5)
Note: Mean values fo r  age classes arranged in ascending order o f
magnitude. Age classes not underscored by the same lin e  are
s ig n if ic a n t ly  d iffe ren t (P<0:05).
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I I t  is recognized that both increase in size of moose and
seasonal growth of hair during the collection period influenced ^
bell measurements. The effect was undoubtedly greatest in calves 
yet the mean bell measurements of calves s t i l l  remained distinct 
from other age groups. An arbitrary decision was made therefore, to 
ignore these increases in bell measurements during subsequent 
analysis of data.
The bell of male moose was significantly longer (P < 0.05) 
than female bells except on animals older than 6.5 yr. (Tables 3 and 4,
Figs. 4 and 5). The longest bell measured was 66.5 cm from a 3 .5-year- 
old male. The longest bell on a female was 40.8 cm from a 12.5-year- 
old animal. The bell was progressively longer on males up to 4:5 yr 
but was shorter in older males. The ta il portion of the bell became 
progressively longer on males and females up« to 3.5 yr but was shorter 
in older males and changed T ittle  in length on older females (Table 5,
Fig. 6). The de^^p portion of the bell changed l i t t l e  in depth on 
females ^ 3.5 yr (Table 6, Fig. 7) but increased significantly in males 
? 7.5 yr.
Thé profile  area of the male bell measured both with hair 
and without hair was greater than the area of female bells in a ll age 
groups (Tables 7 and 8, Fig. 8). The area of male bells increased 
^-'v^ith "age, being greatest in older animals. The area of the dewlap 
portion of male bells also increased with age but the area of the ta il 
decreased in males older than 3.5 yr (Tables 9 and 10, Figs. 9 and 10).
The area of the bell increased on females up to 3.5 yr. and showed l i t t le  
father change in older animals.
TABLE 3 Length o f the e n tire  moose be ll w ith  ha ir
Male Female
Age (yrs) N Mean (cm)* N Mean (cm)*
0.5
U r :
24 2 3 .lt  4.2 
(15.7-33.4)
20 21.2t 3.0 
(14.5-26.0)
V 5  \ 51 .32.4± 6.1 
(20.2-49.2)
47 24.6t 4.5 
(15.4-33.0)
2.5 29 34.8± 7.1 
(18.0-51.5)
20 . 26.8t ^3.%, 
(20.2-34.o K
3.5 25 38.9± 8.8  
(22:^-66.5)
10 30.4t 5.6 
(19 .0 -38 ./)
4.5 7 42 .1± 8.0  
(32.6-56.7)
11 28.3t 3.4 
(22.0-3^.^)
(5 .5-6 .5) 18 35.8^  ̂ 7.2 
(22.6-47.0)
15 28.5t 4-6 
(21.0-37.4)
(7 .5 -8 .5 ) 3 34.8:1^11.0
(27.0-47.3)
8 27.3 t 3.8 
(22.9-34.7)
9.5+ 8 32.7^  ̂ 5.1 
(24.5-41.0)
18 30.Ot 6.7 
(16.2-40.8)
* Mean, - S. D. (range)
17
ANOVA (1 way) - Between age classes
^  ̂ Bell length F = 12.45 Range Test
0.5 1.5 q.5+ (7 .5 -8 .5 ) 2.5 (5 .5 -6 .5 ).3 .5  4.5 
9 9 Bell length F 8.21 RangFTist '
0.5 1.5 2.5 ( ^ 8  51 4.5 (5 .5 -6 .5 ) 9.5+ 3.5
Note: Mean values to r age classes arranged in ascending order o f
magnitude. Age classes not underscored by the same lin e  are'








TABLE , Length o f the e n tire  moose be ll measured 
w ithout ha ir
Male
! (yrs) N Mean (cm)* N . Mean (cm)*
0.5 23 ' l7 ; l t  3 .8
(10.2-25.2)
'20 \  ,sI4.7t 2 .5  
(10,0^20,1)
1.5 ^ 51 25.4t 6.2 47 ' ' /  17.3t 4.4
(12.0-41.2) < , (  8.7r26.5)
' ■ ' r  ' .
2.5 29 27.at 6.7 
(10.5-41.9)
19 3 0 .3 t ,4 .i
(13:0-26.6)
3.5 26 32.0t 9.0 10 : 22Jit 4.6
,(17 .7 -60 .7 ) (14.0-É9.3)
4.5 , r 6 31.5t 6.3 12
. . - '' + ! ■ 
21 . 5:  2.9
(22.6-40.8) (15,7.25.4)
5-6.'5): 18 ' 27.6t 7.5 15 ' 21.2t 3^3
(16.3-42.0) (16,3.^7:0)
5 -8 .5 ): ! '. 3 26.gt 9.1 8
Î ''r''" ■ + - 
19.2- 4.0
' (19.0-37.0) t 1 ^^14:4+26.5)
9.5 + 8 25.4t  5.8 18 ' 1 ' i!2.4t.5.8
(15.5-34'.3) 2-32.0)
* Mean, - S. D. (range)
s
ANOVA (1 way) -  Between aye classes ; .
4 4 , : .  .. ' . :
0 O ' Bel I length., F = 9.70 Range Test . ,, . - /
(5 , 5 . ^ ^  %
9 9 Bell length F" = 8.28 Range te s t  ̂ ; '
0,5 1.5 t/.5-8jL5) 2.5 (5 .5 -6 .5 ) 4.5 9.5U 3:5 v &  ' .
Note: Mean values for age classes arranged in ascending order o f ,
' magnitude. Age classes not underscore^ bÿ.ihe sa mg lin e  are •;
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■A Mg. 5. Length of entire moose be lt without''hair (WOH) in relation  
to sex and age. Vertical lines subtending sample sizes 
indicate 95% confidence lim its; horizontal lines indicate ‘ 
means; vertical lines enclosed by curve indicate one standard 
error above and below the mean.
!









TABLE 5 Length of the ta i l  portion of the moose bel 1 
measured without hair
Male Female
Age (yrs) N Mean (cm)* N Mean (cm)*
0.5 24 9 .3 i 2.2 20 8 .1 - 1.9
( 5 .5-12.9) (5 .3 -1 3 .4 )
1.5 58 13.7 i 4.2 50 9.3± 2.5
( 6.3-26.0) ( 4.5-14.3)
2.5 30 ,16.1± 4.5 19 ' 11.3± 3.1
( 5 .9-25.5) ( 5.8-17.5)
3.5 25 17.5- 5.9 11 11.3 i 2.6
( 6 .2-36.5) ( 6.9-16.1)
4.5 7 13.7± 5.9 13 11.5i 1.9
• ( 3 .2-20.2) ( 8.4-14.4)
(5.5-6.5) 19 15.5± 4.9 15 11.gt 2.1
( 5 .6-22.2) ( 8.5-15.5)
(7.5-8.5) 3 12.3^ 3.0 9 11.3± ,2.6
( 9.0-15.0) ( 7.2-16.2)
9.5+  ̂ 4 11.4- 2.7 l9 11.4- 2.9.
( 9.1-14.8) ( 7.0-18.2)
*  Mean, - S. D. (range)
■ANOVA (1 way) - Between age classes
^ ê Tail length F = 7.67 Range Test
0.5 9.5 (7.!5-8.5) 4.5 1,5 (5 ,5-6.5)1 2. 5 3.5
9 9 Tail length F = 6.05 Range test
0.5 1.5 (7.!5-8.5J 3.5 2.5 9.5+ 4.5 ^5. 5-6.5)
Note; Mean values for age classes arranged in ascending order of
magnitude. Age classes not underscored by the same line, are
s ign ificantly  d iffe ren t (P-=0.05). *
22
Fig. 6. Length of”the bell ta il without hair (WOH) in relation
to sex and age of moose. Vertical lines subtending sample 
sizes indicate 95% confidence lim its; horizontal lines  
indicate means; vertical lines enclosed by curve indicate 
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TABLE 6 Length of the dewlap portion of the moose bell 
measured without hair
MeLle* Female
■Age (yrs) N Mean (cm)* N Mean (cm)*
0.5 23 7.7- 2.6 
( 3.6-12.5)
20 6 .5 - 2.1 
(3.1-10.2)
1.5 51 11.6- 4.0  
( 3.5-18.8)
47 8 .0 - 3.2 
(1.4-17.2)
2.5 29 12.2Î 4.6 
( 3.8-22.8)
19 9.0 - 2.7 
(5.3-13.7)
3.5. 26 15.2- 4.7 
( 6.1-24.5)
10 ,11 .0 -2 .4  
(7.1-14.0)
4 .5 6 16.1- 4.4 
(12.7-24.1)
12 9.7- 2.2 
(5.9-12.0)
(5 .5 -6 .5 ) 18 13.2- 5.4 
(5 .5 -2 4 .0 )
15 9.3r 2.3 
(5.5-14.7)
(7 .5 -8 .5 ) 3 22.6- 3.2 
(19.0-24.7)
8 8 .1 - 2.3
(5.2-10.5)
9.5 8 19.7- 5.9 
(10.4-30.0)
18 11.8- 4.8 
(4.0-23.5)
* Mean, - S, D. (range)
ANOVA (1 way) - Between age classes
^  ̂ Dewlap length F = 11.9 Range Test
0.5 1.5 2.5 (5 ,5-6 .5) 3.5 4.5 9.5+ (7 .5-8.5) 
g $ Dewlap*length F = 5.6 Range test
0.5  1.5 (7 .5 -8 .5 ) 2.5 (5 .5 -6 .5 ) 4.5 3.5 9.5+
Note: Mean values for age classes arranged in ascending order of' \ \ 
magnitude. Age classes not underscored by the same line  are
sign ificantly  d ifferent (P<0.05). (
24
Fig. 7. Length of dewlap porj^on o f the bell without hair (WOH) in 
relation to sex and age of moose. Vertical lines subtending 
« sample sizes indicate 95% confidence lim its; horizontal lines 
indicate means; vertical lines enclosed by curve indicate 
one standard error,above and below the mean, ■ '
CD





TABLE 7 Profile  area of the entire,moose bell with 
hair
, Female
Age (yfs) . N Mean (cm)*









2.5 29" 699-193 ' 
(324-983)






















* Mian, - S. D. (range)
ANOVA (1 way) -  Between age classes
ê ê Profile area F = 14.74 Range Test
- 0.5 1.5 2,5 (5 .5 -6 .5 ) 3 .5  4.'5 9.5+ (7 .5 -8 .5 )
Ç Ç Profile area F = 7.08 Range test
0.,5 1.5 2.5 (5 .5 -6 .5 ) 4.5 (7 .5-8 .5) 9.5+ 3.5
Note: Mean values for age classes arranged in ascending order of
magnitude. Age classes not underscored by the same line  are
sign ificantly  d ifferent (P-cO.OB).
26




Age (yrs) N Mean (cm)* N Mean (cm)*














10 345- 77 
(224-487)
4,5 6 417- 76 
(332-526)
12 332-105 . 
(215-522)
(5 .5 -6 .5 ) 18 397-109
(165-627)
15 304- 79 
(165-454)








 ̂ Mean, -  S. D. (range)
ANOVA (1 way) - Between age classes
ê  é P ro file  area F = 13.16 Range Test
■0.5 1.5 2.5 (5 .5-6.5) 4.5 3.5 9.5+ (7 .5 -8 .5 )
9 9 P ro file  area 6.0? Range tesY“
0.5 1.5 2.5 (5 .5-6.5) (7 .5 -8 .5 ) 4.5 3.5 9.5+
N#te: Mean values fo r age classes arranged in  ascending order o f
magnitude. Age classes not underscored by the same lin e  are





Fig. 8. Profile area o f the entire bell with hair (WH) and without 
hair (WOH) in relation to sex and age of moose. Vertical 
lines subtending .̂;sample sizes indicate 95% confidence lim its; 
horizontal lines Indicate means; vertical lines enclosed by 
curve indicate one standard error above and below the mean.
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TABLE 9 'P ro f i le  areà o f the dewlap portion o f the? 
' ; moose b e ll measured w ithout ha ir ■ ' a '
MalP' ' ' , Female
' Age (yrs) ' , n ', Mean bcm)* N b' Mean»(Cm)
' b ? 23 \ 204- 57 ';( 110^323) '
19
b  , +•*175;. 55 
¥ (92-268)
53 : ' : 301* 99  ̂
b  (: 85-534)





308*117 b / '
: (106-543) y■ i V ' ' ''\V' '
' 3,90*110 V 
(14^602)
19:






, : b " .  ! ' ' : / ' L  '
' y ' „ -S:;  ̂ r  .
eb 374*113 b 
1 (296-402) -yy
: , '" "b
'.¥'308*109
(184r497)
' - . , b
f
18 % 36b*ll3 b ' 
(139-594% ' : . b : ^ '
;bb;"'y ':
f  277* 78 
; (#9-435)
' ' :  :?'¥ W .s -s .5 )  ■
' ' ' b '  ' ' Y ¥ '  '  ' ' . 'r '
3 # * 4 0  "  
(^ 4 # 2 4 )
b '/ÿ B : ' ' ; 2# *  84 
y  (164-379)
' r b i f  : ' b
8 481-108
(375-692)
b y’i j r : 319*102 
, ; (117-505)
.- ^
<*/M eany;ï:S i: D. (range) ; , f b
b  ¥ . • b  i  ANOVA (1 way) -  Between age classes -  'b  ¥
b- P ro file area
, ■: 
F = 13.1 Range Test
J::; ::b b  . .O r i ih ) 2.5 (5 .5 -6 :5 );4.5 3,5 9.2+ (7. 5-8,5)
9 9 P ro file area F = 5t35 Rgnge Test’"
'b  b ' . b : . ' 'b ) (5 .5 - sis) 2.5 (7;6+&.5".T--JlX -.A.-JJ.B..». ,, -w, =L' J. ,V. ---- ) 4,5 3* 5 9:5+
28
y
Note : Mean values fo r  age classes arranged in  ascending order o f ,
i. magnitude. Age c lasses 'no t underscored by the: sÈme lin e  are
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Fig. 9. âï>rofile area of the dèwtàp portion of thé bell'Without
' / I ' :
l l '
hair (WOH) in yelation to sox and age of moose. Vertical 
lines subtending,sample sizes indicate 95% confidence .lim its;
i l
1 horizontal lines indicate means; vertical lines enclosed by
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5.5 -65  7.5r8.5 9.5+
X
TABLE 10 Profile  area of the ta i l  portion of the moose 
. bell measured without hair
Male Female
Age (yrs) , N Mean (cm)* N Mean (cm)*
0.5 24 21.6- 5.2 
(10.7-31.4)
19> 18.4* 5.1 (7 .9 -3 1 .4 )
1.5 58 36.3-12.5
(11.2-72.4)








11 28.5* 5.6 
(19.3-36.9)
4.5 . 7 39.5*17.3
(15.0-68.9)
13 26.5* 4.9 
.(18 .7 -35 .1 )




(7.5-8.5). 3 24.6*11.9 
(15.0-38;0)
' 9 28.8* 6.8 
(19.7-40.7)
9.5+ . 4 31.1*12.9
(14.8-44.4)




4**  Mean, -  S. D. (range)
ANOVA (1 way) -  Between age classes
^ ^ P ro file  area F = 8.56 Range Test
. 0.5 (7 .5 -8 .5 ) 9.5+ 1.5 (5 .5 -6 .5 ) 4.5 3.5 ( .5
Ç Ç P ro file  area F = 5.65 Range test
. 0.5 1.5.2 .5  4.5 (5.5-6.5) 9.5+ 3.5 (7 .5-8 .5)
Note: Mean values for age classes arranged in ascending order of
magnitude. Age classes not underscored by the same line are
s ign ificantly  different (P-=0.05).
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Fig. 10. Profile area of the ta il  portion of the bell without hair 
(WON) in relation to sex and age of moose. V e r t ic *  lines 
subtending sample sizes indicate 95% confidence lim its; 
horizontal lines indicate means; vertical lines enclosed by
/
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A summary of significant morphometric differences between 
the bells of male and female moose oT a ll ages is shown in Table 11. 
Drawings in Appendix 2 illu s tra te  the typical morphology of bells 
on animals of^various ages. Appendix 3 shows belj profiles drawn 
with and without hair from selected animals.
A single scar was found on the distal tip  of some bells 
(Figs. 11 and 12). Scars were, devoid of hair and appeared as a 
s lig h tly  raised ridge of hard#ied tissue, 5-35 mm long 
{Y = 13.7 ± 6.8) and 2-10 mm wide (X = 4.3 ±3.0). A terminal scar 
was found on 14.5% of male bells examined and on a 2.6% of females 
but was not seen on calves or yearlings (Table 12). Males S 5.5 yr 
showed a higher incidence (52%) of a terminal scar than females  ̂ (2%) of 
similar age» Bells with a terminal scar had a significantly shorter 
ta i l  (P < 0.05) than those withdut a’ scar with the exception of one 
fa ir ly  long scarred female bell (Table 12). Sack or bladelike bells 
comprised of a broad dewlap with a ventral scar, but no t a i l ,  appear to 
be nearly exclusively a male phenomenon (Table 13). Only one female 
(12.5 y r) in a total of 156 fa ll specimens examined, had. , 
completely lost its  ta i l .  Conversely 8 of 179 males (4.5%) aged
2.5 to 10.5 yr had a sack-like bell without a t a i l .  (Appendix 3).
Eight additional sack-like bells from males 2.5 -  15.5 yr were 
examined incidentally during the study (Table 13). Each had a terminal 
scar and no ta i l .
Histologically, scars consisted of glassy, elongated collagen
»
fibres orientated at right angles to fibres in the ad;j^cent undamaged
33
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TABLE 11 Summary of morphometric differences in the bell of 
male and. female moose ' . ^
Character measured Aqe (yrs)
(cm, cm2) 0.5 1.5 2.5 3.5 4.5 (5.5-6.5) (7 .5-8 .5) 9.5^
Jaw length - - - _ci  - — -
-
Bell length (WH) - Xl.2 X X X . X ■ - -
Bell length (WOH) X X X X X X - -
^B ell ta il  length - X X X - X ’ -
Bell dewlap length X X X X X X X
Bell hair length - - X - \ - -
Bell area (WH) - X X - X X X X
, Bell area (WOH). X -  , X X X X
Bell ta il  area X X X X X X - -
Bell dewlap area - X -
%
X X X
1. X indicates significant differences (PO .05- ' t '  test) between 
means (tf> 9 ) /
2. Sample sizes (N) tested are listed in Tables 1 to 10.
' “
Fig. n . Scar (15 X 4 ran) on the ventral edge of a sack-type
bell from a 15.5 yr-old male moose with no apparent
#
bell t a i l .  The injected vascular system of this 
bell is shown in Fig. 22,
Fig. 12. Scar on the distaj tip  of a clipped t a i l -type bell
from a 6.5 yr-old .male moose.
4*
Fig. 13. Longitudinal section o f scar tissue at the distal 
tip  of the bell ta il  of a 7.5 yr-old male moose.
. Note the absence of hair fo llic le s , numerous dermal 
ridges and collagen fibres orientated at right 
angles to fibres of adjacent undamaged tissue. 
L illie 's  a-b, X 25.
■m
Fig. 14. Longitudinal section of a scar at the terminal tip  
of the bell ta il on a 14.5 yr-old male moose. 






Fig. 15. Terminal ta il portion of the bell from a 1,5 yr-old male
moose k illed  in early December. The hair on the ta il  has been 
clipped. Note the large number of w in t^ t ic k s , {£>. a lb ip ia tus ) ,  
areas denuded of hair and yellowish debris sloughed from the 
skin surface (approximately actual size).
Fig. 16. Cross section of a winter tick (r. attached to the
epidermis of a bell ta il from a 1.5 yr-old moose k illed  in Icfte 
November. H and É, °X 63. Note the presence of an amorphous, 
pink-staining material in the area-of attachment'.-
Fig. 17. Longitudinal section of -two tick (P. aZHptct^y) larvae attached 
to the epidermis of the ta il  portion of a bell from a 2.5 yr-old
cow. H and E, X ,63. Note .the accumulation of amorphous, pink-
'  '
staining material pfesent between the keratinized layer and the 
stratum granulosum of the epidermis beneath the feeding tick  and 
; numerous eosinophils among the pink collagen fibres of the 
■underlying"dermal papillary.layer.. • '
Fig. 18. A dense accumulation of .eosinophils and some histiocytes beneath 
. • ^he keratinized layer on the bell of a female calft moose shot 





TABLE 12 The incidence of scars on the distal end of moose bells
Males Females
' Age NO. with Length of bell ta il (cm)* Length of bell ta il (cm)*
(yrs) fi scars (%) with scar without scar N scars (%) with scar without scar
0.5 26 0 ( 0) 9.3 20 0 ( 0) 6.1
(15.5-12.9) ' - ( 5.3:13.4)
1.5 .58 . ■ 0 ( 3) .  13.7 50 , 0 ( Ô) • 9.3
( 6.3-26.0) - C 4.5-14.3)
2.5 3Q 4 ( 13) ' 10.5- '17.1 19 1 ( 5) 17.3 10.9 '
( 0-18.5) X 5.9-25.5) 17.3 (5 .8 -1 7 .5 )
3.5 25 3 ( 12) 9.3 18.6 11 2 ( 18) 9.5 11.7
( 0-21.2) ( 6.2-35.5) ( 8.4-10.5) ( 6.9-16.1)
'4 .5 7 2 ( 29) 9.5 15.3 .13 0 ( 0) - 11.5
.. (3.2-15.7) ( 8.1-20.2) - ( 8.4-14.4)
(5.5-6:5) 20 8 (,40) 13.3 ' 15.6 15 0 ^ 0 ) _ 11.9
( 0-20.3) ( 5.6-22.2) ( 8.5-15.5)
(7.5-8.5) 5 3 ( 60) 4.3 12.3 ■ 9 0 ( 0) - 11.3 ^
(. 0-12.8) ( 9.0:15^0) ( 7.2-16,2) .
9.5+ 8 6 ( 75) 3.1 13.7 19 1 ( 5) Ù 11.4 .
( 0- 9.5) (12.5-14.8) . 0 (7 .0 -18.2)^
Total 179 26 (14.5) ■ 156 4 (2.6)
* Mean'length'of ..bell t a i l  and (range)
COa\






in 1976 & 1977*
Bell length (cm) 
m *  ' WOH***




'2 .5 c f ' 1/30 29.0 21.9 794
, ■■  ̂’ 
9 *  \
2.5 * 24.0 16.0 526 12 *  5 ' ' '
. ,3.5 ( f ' 1/25 27.4 18.5 ^ : 623 13 X 4 .
3.5 ( f ' ' ' ,27.3 16.5 772 ' '^32-' 14 X 5
3:.5 V * . 29.9 20.4 868 15 X 4 / '  \
3.5 ( f * 31,0 ,22.'5. "" - 830 /476"'. % ' l b x 4  1
-"5.0 . * . 20.2 10'6',__^ 660 . 366' ' '15 X 5
5.5 (f ; 1/.9 3&.0 24.0 . 1085 538. f
7.5 1/2 - , 27.0 19.0 904 545 12YX,7.-'.
7.6 ( f , * 30.8 22.0 1064 562 -25'x,,'5 -
8.5 é  [. 1/2 "30.0 24.7 963' ,12^,%.."
'  10.5 1/2 24,5 . 15.5 " 719 402- , 24 , X 4^;/ .
' .10.5 - (f * ^k;4 17.5 801 ' 535 12 X 4 '
: lo.s 36.0 27.2 1083 654 21 X 4, ^
11.5 d' • ; 1/1- ' 31.0 23.5 975 532 18 X 4, ; ;-À,;
 ̂ 12, 5 ; 9 W: .1/1.'_ . 26.5 18.0 678 389 . ' ^ 3 .  ///% ,
12.5 V ' ' i/2:R 38.Ô 30.0 981 692 21 X. 3
15.5. ( f  - * 26.0 17.5 743 459 15 X 4- ' : '
. - — ’ .... - - r . , - . . , 1
" ; ‘
* Inc identa l b e lls  examined 
**  WH = With ha ir ' '  "










demiis. The keratifiized layer over the scar was thickened. /,Derrnal' ’;/• ■ , «;' ' ' - , 
ridges were more numerous (Fig. 13) and there appeared to be a
, ÿ ' , , ;. \
greater concentration Of melanip granules in'the stratum 
germinati vum than in, undamaged skjin. Hair fe l l idles Were absent
' and the superficial dermis was of&en in filtra ted  with iosinophiIs
A , Bare patches or small, sparsely-haired areas were commonly.
r ' k' ^
A seen in, t&e ( m i o f i t h e  ta i 1 of 1 phg belTs. The density of
winter hair on' th e -W l)''ta il^ o f «ten* 3 .5-year-old males was ex&mined. ' .
None.of the b'ells,hadf'h^scar 6n the distal tip . Hair densities were
\  % '  \ \  ' . X  ' ' ' '  : '
, similar ojn themid- and proximal regions of the 5 shortest bells and 
\  /'  ̂ i  ^  " - /  ;
on the proximal and distal region^ of the S longest (Table 14).
^Densities in the mid-regions- of the combined sample were significantly
■-.'S-V ■' '■ "
i  ,V' . ■ . ; . '
lower (P < O.gs) than in either distal or prôximal locations. The
' /'f , ' ' ' ' ' ^ ' ' : ' 'density of hair in the mid-'l'egion of the ta il  decreased s lightly* but *
. ' .  ' . .  . '  ̂ . v . '
not significantly, with increasing ta il length (r  = - . 245).
Conversely no changés in density were" found in e ither the distal or
proximal régions,wfth increasing ta il  length. The^ratfo of guard
(primary) hair to underfur (sécortdarÿ) was similar in short and long '
. ' i' . -1;' y.; ' " ' . ■ . .
bells in a ll,th ree  sdmple locations. . - , ,
The'-moose winter t ic k , fV’mabentar GS'tpi'efyé, was cOiirionly 
 ̂  ̂ kvv- ''  ̂ \  ' " : : . ' '
seen on beljs examtned,; particularly, at the tip  of the t a i l .  The “
distribution of tichsi on the ta il portion of thé bell and the host
reaction to their feeding wds investigated as a possible cause of
changes,noticed in bell morphology. The sample.of bells examined (N 2̂ 54)
■ ' •; 'I':
A-':!*;,
t '







V ariation :in -hair density at three locations on 4
the t a i l  of moose bells%
T^il length
15.8- 3.6 **
(13 .5 -ia .D ) ,
24 .2 Ï !
(19.2-36.5) t
(I3t5-3G .5)
Location of hair sample 
Distal Mid Proximal if' ,
1236.2-163.4 * *  810.4^198.2' 873.6-192.3*:# 






( 576-1100)  ̂ ( 796-1436)
,809.0-175.8 969.6-210:1
( 576-1215) ( 716-1436)
*1
4 .V .
*  Bells of 3.5 year oldimales without écars 
**  Mean hair dehsity/cmZ i  s. p. ( range)
»
A ' , '
'  ' ' ' :  ' .  " ,'
: v ,
came from 22 wale moose k illed October 11 - December %3 and 32 females 
. k illed  October 7 -  December 15. Ticks were present on the ta il  
portion ofj a ll but 3 bells (Table 15, Fig. 15.). Thèse 3 animals 
were killeoiOctlber ,11 -  October 20. Most ticks found throughout
. ^  r "  ' ..
the hunting season were nytiphs. However, a small proportion of
' - ' ' ' ' . ; ; 
larval or seed ticks were present on animals k illed in October and
/ . i t  '- -
Noyëmbèr and a few .seed ticks were found on a moose k illed  as late  
as December 3 (Appendix 4 and 5 ) .  A total of 6 adult ticks wer^ 
present on the bells of 5' moose killed  October 22 -  December 6. ( 
. . A  mean of 0.6 ticks per  cm occurred on the ta il  portion 
of inféçted bells. The density of ticks was similar on males and
females but calves had higher densities on both the proximal and
‘‘Q  . ■ .
distal portions of the bell than older animals (P < 0.06). The
density of ticks was always greater on the distal portion of the bell
.
than on the proximal portion (P < 0.001). The highest density found 
on the distal portion of the bell was 10.9 ticks per cm̂  on a male
calf shot November 13. The number of ticks on the bells of one family 
group were remarkably similar. A female and twin female calves shot 
December 3, 1976 had 128, 133 and 121 ticks respectively (0 .6 , 2.1 and 
2.0 per cm ).
- '
Some bell ta ils  with large numbers of ticks were partia lly  
denuded of hair and considerable debris sloughed from the skin surface 
was usually apparent (Fig. 15). In sections of Skin, an accumulation 





TABLE 15 Density of D. albipictus nymphs on the proximal and 
distal ta i l  portions of the bells of infected moose|
Age Proximal section Distal section ^
(yrs) Sex N Tick density* Range Tick density* Range
0.5 d 3 1.42-2.15 (0.17-3.91) 5.02-5.27 (0.79-10.92)
y 3 . 0.56^0.47 (0.03-0.92) 3.57-3.26 ( 0 - 6.38)
1.5 (f 7 0.37Ï0.32 (0.02-1.07) 1.60-1.92 (0.09- 5.76)
9 8 0.42^0.88 (0.02-2.59) 1.84-2.50 (0.08- 7.61)
2.5 6 3 , 0.50i0.50 (0.18-1.07) 1.63-1.80 (0.39- 3.69)
y 3 0.10-0.16 (0.0 -0.28) 0.50-0.62 (0.05- 1.21)
3.5,4.5 t
9
4 0.44-0.25 (0.31-0.72) 1.58Î1.14 . (0.43- 3.46)
5.5 7 0.24-0.26 (0.01-0.62) 0.69-0.71 (0.04- 1.90)
6.5,7.5 (f 2 0.36^0.16 (0.24-0.47) 0.88-0.57 (0.48- 1.28)
8.5 9 5 0.22-0.23 (0.05-0.63) 1.12-0.88 (0.49- 2.58)
9.5+ d' 2 0.01-0.00 (0.01-0.01) 0.06^0.02 (0.04- 0.07)
9 4 0.37^0.38 (0.07-0.93) 1.44-1.27 (0.41- 3.01)
Total (f 21 0.52^0.83 (0.04-10.92) l.gp-2.53 (0.01- 3.91)
9 30 0.32-0.51 (6.0 -7.61) 1.44-1.85 (0.0 - 2.59)
*  Mean/cm  ̂ -  S.D.
I  Collection date of moose examined is shown in Appendix 4 and 5
0
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keratinized layer and the stratium granulosum of the epidermis 
beneath attached ticks (Figs. 16 and 17). Eosinophils were numerous 
among the collagen fibres of the underlying dermal papillary layer. 
Small dense accumulations of eosinophils in a pink-staining matj^x 
were commonly seen in skin sections immediately beneath the keratinized 
layer (Fig. 18). Ticks were seldom present adjacent to such lesions.
Dissection of vinyl acetate injected"belIs revealed a single
■V,
small artery (1.5 -  2.5 mm lumen diam.) designated the bell artery, 
arising ventrally from either the le f t  or right lingual artery between 
the origins of the linguofacial and sublingual brariches (Figs. 19 
and 20). A total of 28 heads (18 Sf,  10 99) were injected specifically  
to Confirm the apparent unilateral origin of the bell artery. The 
bell artery originated from the le f t  lingual artery in 15 (10 5 99)
and from the right in 13 (8 éé» 5 99). The bell artery runs d i/^a lly  
giving o ff a major branch to the dewlap and continues into the. ta i l  
portion of the bell.
The bell vein was f il le d  with vinyl acetate by injecting i t  
near the tip  of the bell t a i l .  Barium sulphate injected into the bell 
artery apparently was able to flow through the capillary bed and f i l l  
the venous system' (Fig. 21 and 22). The bell vein (3-5 mm lumen diam,) 
originates in a capillary*bed in the distal portion of the bell and 
runs proximally, adjacent to the bell artery and receives one or two 
major branches from the dewlap. At a point just below the angle of the 
lower mandible, the bell vein turns to run posteriorly just beneath 
the skin to join either the right or le f t  jugular vein in the lower neck
43
Fig. 19. Vascular system of the head apd bell of a moose, lateral 
view. 1, Common carotid artery; 2, lingual-facial branch; 
3, sublingual artery; 4, facial artery; 5, lingual artery, 
6, infraorbital artery; 7, mandibular-alveolar artery; 8, 
maxillary artery; BA, bell artery; BV, bell vein. 





Fig. 20. Deep dissection of the 1nter-#anil1bular area of a moose head 
(ventral view) showing major vessels. ^
Venous > 0, Jugular vein; 1, external maxi11sfy vein; 2,
" linguofacial vein; 3, facial ^eln; 4, sublingual vein;
5, lingual vein; 6, bell vein; 7, transverse vein; 8,
% ' , ' .. ' / . "
' . mandibular lymph node '
' . , ,, '
/ .  Arterial > A, Common carotid artery^ B, Internal carotid
artery; C, maxillary artery; D, linguofacial artery.
-4L
#4'.
E, facial artery; F, Tjngual artery;'G, sublingual
1
artery; bell arter; \
(Standard vascular system terminology a fter Sisson and- 







Fig. 21. Radiograph of the vascular system of a ta il-type bell from a
3.5 yr-old male moose. Approximately 1/2 original scale.
( indicates bell artery).
Fig. 22. Radiograph of the vascula^ system of a sack-type bell from a
15.5 yr-old male moose. Approximately 1/2 original s c a l^  
("Vindicates bell artery, < indicates scar on ventral 










region. A male calf submitted whole provided the single opportunity
to follow the bell- vein to its  junction with the jugular vein. In 
'
this animal, the bell artery arose from, the right lingual and the 
bell vein joined the le f t  jugular. In sack-type bells without a 
t a i l ,  the major arteria l and venous circulation was similar to that 
found in the dewlap of bells with a ta il (Fig. 22)- There was 
usually a prominent network of small vessels in the region adjacent * 
to the scar on sack-type bells but the branches of the bell artery 
and vein that serve the ta il o f typically shaped bells were not 
apparent. /
The extent of arteria l branching in the ta ils  of 2 bells 
is illustrated by vinyl acetate casts (Figs. 23 and 24) .  %
The bell of a developing fetus was visible as a small bud 
on the ventral surface of the neck as early as late November (Fig. 25). 
By mid-term (February-March), the'bell was s t i l l  without hair and was 
2-4 mm long. The bell of mid-term male fetuses was always longer than
that of females. There was often considerable difference in the length
. . ■ - .
of bells on twins of the same-sex.
At birth bells were fu lly  haired and mean lengths were
35.5 + 9.6 mm (WH), 25.6 ± 9.0 mm (WOH) and 13.3 ± 5.8 mm taM (WOH) 
on 8 males and 25.9 ± .5.8 mm (WH), 18.7 ± 5.1 mm (WOH) and 9.8 + 3.3 mm
.fetuses were similar (21.0 +2 . 4  cm). ,
The bell of moose > 0.5 yr is typically comprised of a loose 
hanging non-turgid sack-1 ike dewlap and a narrower pendant ta i l .  The
46,
i
ta i l  (WOH) on 9 fémales. The jaw lengths of fu ll term male and female ' )
i
47
Fig. 23. A vinyl acetate cast of the arteries in the bell ta il and
a portion of thé dewlap from a 3.5 yr-old male moose. ^
Approximately 2/3 original scale. Original t e l l  length; WH =
45.6 cm., WOH = 38.8 cm., ta il  « 19 cm.; bell profile  area;
WH * 953 cmf, WOH = 457 cmf, dewlap * 401 cmf, ta il = 60.0 cm̂ .
Fig. 24. A vinyl acetate cast of the arteries in the bell ta il from a
2.5-yr-old male morfse. Approximately 2/3 original scale. Original 
bell length; WH = 58.0 cm., WOH = 51.0 cm., ta il = 30.0 cm.;
bell profile  area; WH = 1123 cmf, WOH = 601 cm ,̂ dewlap ■ 535 cm ,̂






Fig. 25. The bell of a developing female moose fetus visible:as â small 
bud on the ventral suçface of the nqck in late November. 
Approximately 1/2 actual size. .
Fig. 26. Lateral view of a bell from a 14.0 yr-old cow moose.icilled In -
early June. Approximately 2/3 actual size. Ilote the hew growth 
of summer hair and darkly blomented skin. ,
F ig .'27. A fa ll-k ille d  female ca lf moose-with a dense insu1ating-codt of
winter hair (p a rtia lly  clipped) covering»the entire be ll. : fv à ^
v,Apprpximately''l/4'%tual v S i z o . ^  ‘ ■■«’ •'I:-’ '
Fig. 28. Saggital .section of a mld-term (Feb% 17) female, fetal be ll. -Vc " '
L i l l ie 's  a-b X .25. Note the deyélôpin^ hair fo llic le s  and the \  r
-, >1 •
extensive p ink ,s ta in ing  c a p illa ry  né^o rk . '
Fig. 29i Saggital section of a March y th female fe ta l b e ll. L i ll ie 's  a-b, . '
X 25. Note the developing bell vein running dorso-ventral.ly 
within the central dermal core of collagen fibres and the deeply 
embedded hair fo llic les  with hair shafts beginning to emerge and 
protrude through the epidermis.
Fig. 30. A cross section of the ta il portion of a near term (May 8th)
female fetal b e ll. L i l l ie 's  a-b, X 25. Note:portions of the 
bell artery ( le f t  centre) and vein (right centre) are embedded . 
within the central collagen core and surrounded by a layer of 
hair fo llic les  (deep blue). . r
: 4;:',
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F1g. 31. A cross section of the ta il portion of a term (May 21) n«ie fetal
t  ■ bell. Lillie's d"b, X‘ 6. Thick bundles of well organized .
, ■ pinkfstaining rollagen surround arteries and veins within a
/  common central reticular layer of the cferjnii. A thin outer ^
_// V epidermis encapsulates blue-staining developing, hair
fo llic les  embedded in dermal tissue.'
- ■ , ' ■ : ' ' \  \  
Fig. 32, Saggital section of a near term (May 4th) female bell snowing '
 ̂ fë^turesysimilar to those in Fig. 31. L i l l ie 's  a-b, X 4.
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spatula-shaped ta il is most easily observed from late May %o the
end of July after the winter hair has been shed (Fig. 26). By ”
] early fa ll  the entire bell is covered with a dense insulating coat
of winter hair and the ta il becomes less conspicuous (Fig. 27).
The ta il on bells clipped of hair, narrows mid-way along its  length
and is freguently bulb-like at the distal end. The narrow isthmus
Ion a ll ta ils  measured in side view was 22.2 ± 4.7 mm wide and
10 ± 2 m  thick. The distal bulb widened to 30.8 ± 4.7 mm.
The histological description of the bell is based on the 
examination of approximately 500 sections from 28 males and 12 
females representing a ll age groups. The bell of mid-term fetuses 
was covered with an epidermis 5 -  10 cells thick. Primary and 
secondary hair fo llic les  surrounded by dense capillary networks were 
visible and Some contained a short hair shaft extending into the 
overlying epidermis (Fig. 28). Developing fo llic le s  were formed as 
a plug of epidermal cells which grow down into the dermis. Later 
in the fe ta l period, the hair shaft begins to emerge from the fo llic le  
(Fig. 29) and protrude through the epidermis which at this time is 
much thinner (20 pm). Sebaceous glands associated with both primary 
and secondary fo llic les  are readily identified at this stage. A 
single branching artery and a vein enters the bell and runs dorso- 
ventrally within the central dermal core of collagen fibres
: A
(Figs. 29 and 30).
At birth thick bundles of well organized collagen surround 
arteria l and venous vessels within the common central re ticu lar layer 
of the^^dermis (Fig. 31). Primary hair fo llic les  were more deeply
51
embedded in dermal collagen (1.0 -  1.5 mm) than secondaries (Fig. 32). 
The entire bell is  covered with fine hair 50 -  200 pm in diameter 
and 13.4 ± 6.9 mm in length. The epidermis begins to thicken slightly  
with the appearance of an outer keratinized layer. Arrector fsj[li 
muscles and sebaceous glands were observed in association with 
maturing fo llic le s . Sweat glands were not identified in 8 fetal bells 
examined. •
The outer epidermal surface on bells of growing moose 
- 0.5 yr is typically a thin (15 -  40 pm) layer of squamous epithelium
I  ’ ’
2 - 5  nucleated cells thick, overlain by a superficial layer of keratin. 
' The epidermis thickens somewhat and. is darkly pigmented during the
I
annual spring hair replacement period. Melanin granules occuring in 
the basal layers of the epidermis and developing hair are chiefly  
responsible for the dark appearance,of skin and newly growing summer
hair (Fig. 26). As the season progresses, growing hair and underlying
V
epidermis take on a pale almost white appearance due to reduced
melahin production (Fig. 27). ' -
Beneath the epidermis, the dermis composed of two layers’
presents a thin superficial papillary layer with, fine-ftbred irregular
Connective tissue and a deeper, thicker reticular layer of heav^,
dense-fibred irregular connective tissue containing hair fo llic le s ,
small tlood vessels, sebaceous glands, arrector p ili muscles and a
few elastic fibres and nerve endings. Beneath the deepest hair bulbs 
' ' ' 
the dermal layer forms a common central core of interwoven cqllagenous
fibres interlaced with larger blood vessels. The main bell artery and
/  . '
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vein lead to a deep anastomosing network from which smaller 
blood vessels ascend to the upper dermis. Sweat glands, deeper 
sebaceous glands and hair bulbs are supplied by smaller side
■ H . . -
branches (arterio les, venules and capillaries). Vessels in the 
papillary layer,supply smaller vessels which ascpnd into each of 
< t̂he dermal papillae providing nutrition to the,overlying epidermis.
Hair fo llic le s  penetrate diagonally into the dermis to
a depth of 2.5 to 4.5 mm. A pattern of increasing dermal hair
depth and density was observed from mid to distal portion of the
ta i l .  Two extreme sizes of hairs include long large diameter
(250 m ) coarse ^ard  hairs and shorter finer diameter (20 -  50 m )
hairs (Figs. 33 apd 34). Each hair fo llic le  is surrounded by two
or three sebaceous holocrine glands and bundles of ahrector p ili  
' " ■ ■ ■ . . ' '. 
muscla^ Sebaceous secretion tested positive with APT stain and
negative with fAS, •jndicating the presence of anionic heteroglycans
(acid muco'polysaccharides). ’ During fa ll  and winter, sebaceous
glands were generally lobate in shape and proportional in size to
their associated hair fo llic le . They,appeared larger in summer than in
winter in tjoth sexes. Smooth arrector musclos (Fig. 35) originate
in thë dermal papillary layer and In se rt into the connective tissue ..
sheath of eaCh hair fo llic le . Both sebaceous glands and arrector
muscles' appeared somewhat larger and more irregular in males than
in females. , . . ,
■ . Sweat glands.with the ir tightly  coiled Msal secretory
tubule l ie  deep in .the dermal reticular layer* between hair fo llic les
(Fig. 34). Although a ll  sweat glands were closely associated with^
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Fig. 33. Cross section of bell skin from a’ 9 month-olct male moose.
. . : . : ' , /  ' ;
Two large primary hair,shafts (solid yelloW) are surrounded by
purple staining sebaceous glands. Two smaller.secondary hair
shafts appear le f t  of centre in dark blue staining dermal collagen.
The outer epidermal surface (15-40 um, dark purple) is overlain
by a.superficial layer of deep red-staining keratin (lower -le ft).
Four developing hair fo llic les  (bright red and yellow brush-ends)
. ' ' ‘ ' . * •. • • 1 
■ ‘ of two distinct sizes are sectiohed tangentially. Small (20-50 pm)
- sweat glapd ducts are scattered between hair shafts and fo llic le s .
...  ̂ ;
Marti us yel low'r crystal scarlet aniline blue (MSB), X 63.V
- ' ■ t
. " , r
Fig. 34. Longitudinal section of bell skin adjacent to a terminal scar
from a 9.5 yr-old male moose. One large hair fo llic le  (dark ^
blue) is to the le f t  of tv/o blue staining, sweat glaiWs with
their tig h tly  coiled basal secretory tubules embedded in the ^
pink-staining dermal reticular layer. L i l l ie 's  a-b, X 25.
. !
Î ' J
F1g. 35. Longitudinal section of bell skin from a 9 month-old male
moose. An arrector p il i  smooth muscle (dark blue) runs ,
diagonally from lower ri^ht to upper le f t  in dermal
' .’i ■ collagen. Portions of a sweat gland secretory tubule and
. ' ^duct are stained lig h t purple in cross section. 'A sebaceous
' "... : -  \  - 
gland (lig h t purple*) appears in the lowesr letO iSB, X 160.
, ' '  , , '  ̂ i ' '• ■ ... /
Fig. 36.- Section of a sweat gland secretory tubule from,bell skin of ^
* a 9 month-old male moose. Secretory cells are surrounded by
X . ; ' .  . ' . -
a basal lamiha, staining deep blue. _ A few myoepithelial cells
can be seen p a rtia lly  winding around the tubule. MSB,* X 400 .
'   .
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hd ir fo l l ic le s  i t  was not possible to determine i f  th e ir  ducts 
(15 ”  25 lumen diam.) connected to a f o l l ic le  or emptied 
d ire c t ly  to  the epidermal surface (Fig. 3b). The larger coiled
secretory tubule o f the gland (25 X 120 ;#n lumen diam.) is  lined
with a simple low columnar or cubdidal epithelium supported by a 
distinct basal land^a sta in ing deep blue w ith MSB (Fig. 36). The 
spherical nucleus occupies a basal position  w ith in  the ce ll and 
contains 3 - 4  prominant nucleo li staining dark blue w ith l i l i i e ' s  
and pink w ith  MSB. The c e ll cytoplasm appears as a fine  purple- 
sta in ing net with unstained area^between strands. A few myoepithelial
ce lls  were seen p a r t ia l ly  winding abound the tubule between the base
1 .
of the ce lls  and the basal lamina. The nucleus o f these spindle- 
shaped ce lls  is elongated and their cytoplasm stained reddish with 
MSB. The, secretory tubule narrows into a smaller diameter excretory ,
duct which is  lined w ith a double layer o f darkly Staining cuboidal
c e lls . Cells forming the inner 1ayer o f the duct s ta in  more intensely
-  0  ■"  
along the surface bordering the lumen. The duct is  surrounded by
a. bakal lamina and myoepithelial ce lls  appear absent’. The sta in ing
properties o f the gland ce lls  and th e ir  s ize, shape and derma), depth
were s im ila r in  specimens o f d if fe re n t ages and sex. The highest.
concentrations o f sweat glands observed in  b e ll tissue was in  the,
d i# ^  t a i l  area on e ither, side o f scar tissue. However, they may
hfVe been ju s t  more conspicuous adjacent to scar tissue because
saggita l ra the r than transverse sections were examiné|fe,and ha ir
fo l l ic le s  were less numerous;
'A :
(




numerous and well defined than sweat glands seen in skin o f the
' -S ' '
be ll o r cheek. The basal secretory portion o f the sweat gland 
was more deeply embedded in donnai tissuéfthan glands examined
elsewhere. The lin in g  e p ith e lia l cells were cuboidal w ith  a,basal
« '  '
nucleus and nucleoli, s |a in inq  almost black with MSB. Apica] ’
portions of the eoithelial cell.s were sometimt's seen free in the
. . . .  . . . .
lu iW  of the tubul(\ in tarsal as well as bell tissue.
Tlie cytoplasmic network of interconnected'strands in
tarsal swr#t glands purple an,I contained pink-urahqe
inclusion .bodies. Myoepithelial c e lls  were numerous beneath the 
cuboidal epithelium and stained deep orange w ith MSB, I hrdepth o f
h,^ir fo llic les  and length of arrector p i l i  muscle in tarsal qland tissue 
. were twice those found in either cheek or bell, skin. Cheek sweat ^  
glands appeared smaller, less ininierous afid more poorly defined 






In northwestern.Ontario, the bell on male moose is usually
longer and has a greater profile area than tha t on females. The
longest bells were found on males 2.5-3.5 vr old. In older males,
A  ' ^
a sack-type be ll w ithout a tail.wa^ commtm. A sear was present at the,;
distal end of a ll sack-type bells suggesting a ta il had once been
, ' ■ '■ . 
present but was lo s t. -
Sim ilar observations have been made on moose elsewhere.
On Sibley Peninsula, east o f Thunder Bay, Ontario..moose were photographed
' while frequenting s a lt  lic k s  during spring and summer (O .^irazer; Ont.-
, Min. Nat. Res., Maple, Ont., pers. ieoimi. in /n ) . Sack tvpe b r iIs  or l*elIs
w ith a very short ta i l  (<3oCm) were seen on IT  o f :'L .m al^& ose
• ' w  '
, estimated to be 3 y r-o r 'o ld e r. Younger males (N .'4) .nid“ b iemales 
CN-44) had a belT w ith a conspicuous ta i l  portion; In Newfoundland.'
the belts- o f moose"killed by vehicles were hieasured HI Mercer,
Newfoundland Department of T o u r i s m , d o l e ' s .  'Newfoundland."pe'rs. Huniti.
. , , i/Tne bell on males (N=92) was consistent I v longer than that gn
females (N*351*and the longest bells o t^ r re d  on males « 4 v r oW. A ' 
small sample of bells;fr,om4..dyixi/,fe cptlected near Soldotna^ Alaska /
Î7 wer'e-'Sent to  the author by. A, Franzmann, Alaska Department o f f is h  "-f
and .Cam*', Soldotnra,?R%ka., The'bel Is ol 7 females (0.5-14 yr) and,
: '  ̂ \   ̂ ^ ' 
' 2 males (2 y r)  were s im ila r” in thape and size to those on .moose in . '
northwestern Ontario agd a ll had a ta il pprtioni j^.W&evgr,^sack-type
? '  \  ' " . j  . , . : - ' .  .
' . , be lls  are'commonly seen on older bulls in Alaska and a tissue scar can
'.H \  /




" Sokolov (1964) mentioned that the longest bells on 4. u. a W e  In 
central Soviet Union occur on males 3-4 yr and the bell is snorter
' t
and broader on older males. Although most workers agree that old
male moose generally have short broad bells, long bells are occasionally
seen. The ta i l  portion of a bell from a 11.5 yr old male k illed near
fieraldton, Ontario measured 29.0 cm (C. Greenwood, Ont. Min. Nat. Res,
Geraldton, Ont., pers, conm- 1978).\
The length and morphology of the bell may'vary on moose in
different-parts Of th e ir range. Dr.,C. H. D. Clarke (retired , chief 
' ' - ' ' ' » _ .
« Ffsh and W ild life  Brandr, Ont. Min. Nat. Res. Toronto, Ont., pers. comm.
'1977) mentioned tha/Tmoose in the Rocky Mountain- Parks of Wes'tern Canada
generally had lonwr bells than he had seen on moose elsewhere in
. Canada. Some moose in the Interlake Region of cef^ral Manitoba have
exceptionally long bells (some-exceeding 76 cm) and were believed by
Crichton (Manitoba Department Mines, Resources and Fnvironmental
. Management, Win.nlpeg, Manitoba, pers. comm. 1978) to be 15-20 cm longer
than bells seen on moose in other parts of Manitoba. The longest bell °
" 0 ■ ' ' ' ' ' ' '  "
reported fn the litera ture  (96 cm excluding hair) was from a female*
- ' ' - : ' ' "  
shot in eastern Manitoba in 1903 (Setpn*1929). I t  is interesting to
note that long, ta i l - l ik e  bells are rarely seen on moose (a. a. ale(m) ,
in eastern Europe. .B ells  oh mOose in Morway were described by Lykke .
(7660 Vuku, Norway, pers. comm, to A. Bubenik, T978) as pad-like and
 ̂ not usually conspicuous on females. Moose in Sweden are also reported
to have short inconspicuous bells,(Ldnnberg 1923).
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Sack-type be lls  seen connonly on o lder males In 4he
.
present study were w ithout a pendulous f a i l .  There is  some evidence 
th a t the t a i l  portion may be lost as a resu lt o f freezing*, "Purinq
j ' '
January and iFebruary of 1953, the O ntario  Department of lands and
! ' ■ ,
Forests co llected a number o f moose on Big Island in lake of the Woods,
.1 ' . - 
northwestern Ontario. The tip of the bell was described as "frozen
s t i f f "  on several moose examined immediately after being shot
(R. HepburnJ Ont. Min. Nat. Res. Maple. Ont., pers. conm. in /Q ). in
mid w in te r, 1978, a Manitotia IV ovic ia l Park employee found what appeared,
to be the terminal ta i l 'p o r t io n  of a moose bell which was about 15 cm
j  ’  ■ '
long in an open area on a moose t r a i l .  There was no blood a t the
s ite  or anything on which the be ll might have caught and been torn oft
(V. Crichton, pers. comm. 1978).: Dr. A. Bubenik, (pers. »onm. 19//)
has spotenj to trappers in Alberta who claim to have found pieces ol
frozen moose be lls  during w in te r. In the Soviet Union,Knmre (1959),
Sokolov (1964) and KozhukhovXl965) reported that.the be ll o f moose
may freeze and fa l l  o f f  during the f i r s t  or second year o f l i f e  anib
leave e ith e r a shortened t a i l  or a broad fo ld  o f sk in , depending on
the o rig in a l length o f the b e ll.
J  a  ̂ -
I The like lihoo d  o f the be ll ta i l  bein«i los t by freezing or°
other d'aiises may be related to i ts  length. In the present study, the
ta i l  portion o t the b e ll was je n e ra lly  longer on males than pn females
and lo s i o f a l l  o r part o f the t a i l  was much more prevalent» in males
than in  females. H isto log ica l examination and la tex in jec tions  gav̂ e the
, /
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impression that the narrow isthmus o f the be ll ta i l  was less 
vascularized than e ith e r the proximal or d is ta l regions. Hair was 
also least dense In the mid-region o f the ta i l  and sparsely-haired 
patches were commonly seen on the ta il of exceptionally long bells. 
Suitable skin temperature may not be maintained as the be ll t a i l  
increases in length making long ta i ls  more susceptible to  freezing 
in I old weather. - •
I t  is  d i f f i c u l t  to  assess the possible ro le  o f ticks in 
causing the loss of the be ll t a i l .  The densities o f tic ks  on the 
d is ta l end o f the be ll was 4 to 5 times that reported anywhere on 
moose by Addison e l a l.  (1979) and Samuel and'^Barker (1979) ' c,
high concentrations a t the d is ta l end of the be I mav t ,i
positive geotropic, response by the t i  ks. Other rxplanat m u «. v* 
are equally tenable. Ticks may m o f rra i ly  attach m ti nun-,» 
the dangl ing l e l l  t ip .  They may be rtitr .u te d  i me weH ,a i m .-.-
bulbous end o f the he ll ' ma. 'mpl y (-c moi-c l i t  - n u ft to ' ' 
from'this s ite  I'i tche. irni ' dward\ (W  repurtec n x io s e  r  -,i ■ i v 
Columbia thra n in if ' ' ' ’if-ad*- m wi 1 tow t-ush»" ^  t .i11 h ui, t „ e i«
head, and ear , pr e\umab,l V in a t t e m p t  to r  ul  themselves  e* t  n ; % m Kite 
w i n t e r ,  benv» act umn iat  i oes of t i c k '  , , ul cause ' .km i r r i t a t i o n  an : 
a p p a r e n t l y  ha - loss from tf ie t a i '  nt  some moose t - e i l s  examined •; 
n o r t h w e s t e r n  n t a i  u>. ' i l k  . we! I i i e l i e v , '  respons i fd'e 'or  the  loss 
.o f h a i r  from e x t e n s i v e  r e n ’ ons of t r,  hodv >* non* (Addison 
19 79 ;  Samuel and B a r k e r  T ^ ' u )  sometime'  us im  dea th  due to  e x c e s s i v e
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heat loss In late winter (Samuel and Barker 1979). The large 
numbers of ticks feeding on the bell may predispose i t  to freezing
i, - r
but i t  should be noted that winter tick is not known to occur in 
Alaska (Wilkinson 1967) where older moose commonly have a sack-type 
bell without a ta i l  (A. Franzmann, pers. com. 1979). .
One objective of the present study was to'discuss how 
the variab ility  in shape and size of the bell might influence 
social "interactions between moose. I t  is presumed that many mammals 
communicate illsuoI messages by directing the ir attention 
to the anal and head poles of conspecifics and in terpret specific 
expressive characteristics and movements (Portmann 1952, 1961;
Young 1957; Bubenik 1973). Species specific contrasting colour 
patterns adorn the rumps of North American pronghorn, many old-world 
antelope, mountain sheep (tNn'a spp.) ,  deèr (fldoaoileue spp.) and 
wapiti, emademnii Erxleben (see Guthrie 1971). Elements of
the head which may transmit informajilon include antlers, horns, eyes,
, ears, lips , pelage colour and,specific hair patterns or structures.
Visual sex-dimorphic features of the head such as different colouration
.
size or presence and absence .of antlers and horns have been identified
in many ungulates including red deer, Vcm'm elaphue L .; chamois,
h'upieappa nqn 'm pra  Frisch; ibex; white-tailed deer and some antelope 
, '  ■ ' .
(Bubenik 1966, 1975; Walther 1974; Smith 1977; Meile and Bubenik 1977).
. In,moose, the anal pole, with the exception of the light ‘
. contrasting female vulval patch (Mitchell 1970; Lent 1974) presumably
f
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projects l i t t l e  visual releasing stimulus. Visual releasers
t I
in this context are sign stimuli capable of triggering-or releasing 
a responding behaviour (Lorenz 1935). Distinctive features on the 
head include variation in antler shape and size amdh^Smales, and 
pelage colour and bell morphology in both sexes (Altmann 1959; 
Mitchell 1970; Fibl Eibesfeldt 1970; Bubenik 1973, 1975; Bubenik 
et a l .  1977, 1978, present study).
Bubenik et a l ,  1977 have generally defined four social 
classes of moose (calves, teens, primes and seniors) on the basis 
of antler size in males and facial pigmentation in,both sexes.
The morphology of the bell is also somewhat distinctive in animals 
of each of these social classes. In calves the bell is short and
has a narrow nondescript ta i l .  Teen males (1.5-3.5 yr) have a bell /
with:a long ta il and l i t t l e  dewlap. Prime males (4.5-8.5 yr) have
\  I ^
a medium to short ta il attached to a broad dewlap. Senior males ^
have a broad sack-like dewlap, very often without a ta i l .  Teen, 
prime and senior females on the other hand, usually have a bell with ^  
short to medium length ta il and l i t t l e  dewlap which is similar in 
appearance to the bell of 1.5 year-old males.
Antlers and horns can be potent visual-releasers that 
serve an important function in establishing a ranking order as well 
as being sexual attracthnts (Geist 1966; Eibl Eibesfeldt 1970;
Bubenik 1973). Bmsenik (1975) using an a r t i f ic ia l  caribou (iJangi/er spp.) 
head concluded that arHJeryovershadow a ll other releasers Including ^
A . -
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human scent. Moose are able to estimate rank of their own 
antlers and respond accordingly to antlers of lower, higher or the 
•same rank at considerable distance {Bubenik 1973). High ranking 
alpha male red deer apparently drop in rank after antler los}
(Hediger 1954; Bubenik 1968) but reacquire their former rank after  
the beta male also looses his antlers (Portmann 1961). Bell shape 
and size may p artia lly  compensate for antler loss in maintaining 
a ranking order during the unantlered period. The bell may also 
function as;a short distance releaser among mixed sex and age 
aggregations commonly observed in the post-rut, early winter period. 
(Bubenik, pers. comm. 1979).
Visual messages are conveyed to conspecifics in a variety 
of body postures and movements of the head, neck, and body (Smith 1977). 
The present threat where an animal aligns its e lf  broadside to an 
opponent is widely employed by bovidé (Schloeth 1956, 1958; Walther 1958, 
1961; Tembrock 1968). Among cervids such Visual self-exposure has been 
described in AZmW/rue by Cbwan and Geist (1961) and is used by caribou 
(Bergerud 1974) and moose (Altmann 1959; Geist 1963; Lent 1974) during 
the rut. Linked with the broadside position is the presentation by 
some species including mountain goats (Geist 1965) and Nilgai bulls 
(Walther 1977) of additional,structurés such as be^^dsyand manes which: 
can be erected. The lateral posture makes the animal appear hs long and 
broad as possible (Walther 1977). The apparent size of bovids is " 
believed an important component.In establishing-rank between individuals
■ ■ 1 .
%
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. ‘ (McPhee e t  a l ,  1964; Smith 1977). Moose present their fu ll
body outline to an opponent when standing broadside. I t  is in
* * « 
this position that thfe bell may best be viewed by conspecifics.
»
Erector muscles and pôssibly increased blood flow fac ilita tes  
the raising of guard hairs in certain zones thus enlarging the 
overall p rofile . Both Skunke (1949) and Knorre (1959) have 
described the swelling of the,bulls neck during rut. The author 
has personally observed the a b ility  of moose to change bell outline 
by erecting the hairs along the jaw near the base of the bell.
Lateral self-exposure allows opponents to 'size' each other up 
visually and gain reciprocal information on .antler and bell size 
and body condition (Lent 19/4). The majority of male-male
I '  ' ■
encounters end with one opponent withdrawing and avoiding any. • 
physical contact (Murie 1934;, Peterson ,1955; Markgren 1969),.
A variety of'possible expressive neck postures including 
neck downward, upward,| forward and to the siée may occur during
A  . y  .
the broadside display (Walther 1974)., The-elevation of the head'
and neck increases the animals apparent size and is considered ' '
an essential component in threat displays among a variety of , * '
ungulates (W ither 1977). "The possibility exists that some species '
. . '  ' - 1 
with relatively short,necks compensate by presenting additional : i
! ' I
structures such‘as the bell 'or beards and manes ŷ hich may be erected.
The. beard of the rribuntain goat and b1,son botfi increase the Overall
body profile  (Lott 1974; Geist 1965); The head high threat or
. r  ” " ' , "




an aggressive intimidation display used by dominant animals.
Murie (1934) often observed cows at salt licks facing each other
With muzzles' held high and ears lowered.. Geist (1963) described
the head high threat when males were in velvet and, along with
Kozhukhov (1965), the head low threat with hair raised on
withers and ,rump a fte r antlers had been dropped. Bubenik (1973)
also observed the head of prime males bent downward or lowered so
. -
. i t  nearly touched the ground during frontal interactions with his
a r t if ic ia l moose head. Such postures may display a change'in 
visual head colour pattern, the architecture and size of antlers 
and perhaps the shape and Outline of the bell.
Sexual dimorphism of the bell on moose - .1.5 yr has been
'
demonstrated. Sucp variation may play an important social role 
among early winter post-rut aggregations when snow cover could
increase visual contrast. Small cervicorn antlers among young
' 1
males (1.5-2.5 y r) must be viewed at re la tive ly  short distances and 
frontally  to estimate rank or individuality (Bubenik 1973). Long 
ta il bells commonly found on such animals could help re-enforce their
lower social rank when viewed from the side. Antlers of bulls
' ' '
^ 3.5 yr have in the view of Bubenik e t  a l .  (1977, 1978) primarily 
offensive characteristics. The protective elements of converging 
points and wide palms develop between the 4th and 7th antler cycle.
Co-incidental!y  this is also the age at which males tend to lose their 
long ta il bells and develop a broader more sack-like structure.
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Crombrugghe and Vorreyer (1968) have identified a progressive 
deepening of the red deer neck and dewlap with increasing age.
During courtship the estrus female may give preference in mate C
choice to visual indicators of age and experience (Smith 1977).
A prime bull with large antlers and a broad deep sack-type bell 
not only demonstrates a prime social rank but an animal that has 
gained experfence in extracting c ritic a l nutrients from the
" . . .
environment (Chapman 1975; Taper 1958; Bubenik 1959, 1966). In ■
mountain goats where both sexes have a similar chin beard i t  is
believed by Geist,(196.5) that the presence of the beard on males ' _
may diminish the agonistic tendency of the female during.the breeding
season and reduce the chances of.the male being attacked and wounded.
I f  the bell is indeed u tilized  as an optical cue one must
consider several additional factors. The simplest visual releasers . -
are found in animals inhabiting dense cover while ..the»most complex ,
are found in species adapted to l i f e  in open country (Bubenik 1975).
Studies of moose visual interactions have been^largely limited to
open tundra-type habitats such as Wyoming (ATtmann-1959; Houston 1968, .
1974), British Columbia (Geist 1963) and Alaska (Bubenik 1973; Lent 1974).
»
However,'Over much of its  range the moose is essentially a non-gregarious, 
sylvan species, (Murie 1934, de Vos e t a l .  1967; Geist 1971; Houston 1974).
Such habits may reduce the need for a variety of well developed body 
" - . . \  
signalling cues. Conspicuous visual signals might tend to unduly
advertise the animals presence especially toward predators (Mailer 1968;
L
f
■ X . ■
EiblT Eibesfeldt 1970;. Hailman 1977). A great deal of boréal 
moose activ ity  takes place at night, dawn or dusk and generally 
in wooded habitat where lig h t betomes diffused. With the 
exception of the lig h t colouration of the inner ear (Seton 1929) 
and the lig h t chin ptatch* in ’ feiiihle calves (Bubenik et aZ; ,1977),
' ' Y -  ' . . .. ' ' . ; - '
. the ,homogeneous dark, brown-black pelage produêes a minimum amount
of reflection or visual contrast which might aid in attracting  
. , - : ’ ' /  
conspecifics, particularly during the snowless period. The bell
likewise possesses no specific contrasting colour patterns and teijds
to blend cryptically into the overall dark body colouration.
. ■ ' ■ ' . - 
The bell is however a distinctive structure that is
,  .
particularly conspicuous on some individuals but any suggested role
of the bell in visual communication is pure Supposition and w ill '•
be extrem ely-difficult "to quantify. Perhaps the most fru itfu l 1
approach for further research might be, the use. of an a r t if ic ia l
dummy head with interchangeable bellrprbfiles similar to that described
by Bubenik (1973) for testing behavioral responses to a variety of
•moose antler sizes and,shapes. ^
A fin a l objective of the present study was to investigate - |
the bell and its  associated skin glands/as a possible source of I
pheromone-1ike secretions. Some reports in the literature,suggest •
this as a function of the bell. Zschetzche (1959) maintained theit
during the ru t, the hairS ef, the lower part of the bell ta il of
. . . . .  X
Swedish moose (A. a, a laes)  -were covered by an odorous secretion which
f ~  originated from a wide opening at the terminal end of the bell
A- ■ ;
into which a knitting needle could be inserted. Observations On
North American moose indicate that considerable attention is
.
directed toward the head by courting pairs during the rut period.
Occasionally a"bull w ill rest or rub his chin, neck and bell on
$
some part of the female (Thompson 1949; Dodds 1958; Lent 1974). ' :
H - -
This behavior could be derived from the neck fight seen in other 
ungulates (Geist 1971; Walther 1973) but could also function in 
some way to transfer scent between individuals (Lent 1974). Female 
moose in estrus have been observed smelling the anal-genital area 
of the male and then prodding or pushing the muzzle against his 
flank and neck (Geist 1963; Lent 1974).
In this study, an opening was never seen at the distal
-
end of the belY\nor were distinctive odours or suspected secretions
ever detected on the bells examined. Seton (1929) who examined.
.
"many" bells also failed to find discernable scent glands, exudate 
or particular odour on moose bells. The terminal opening in the 
bell reported by Zschetzche (1959) could have been an exposed blood 
vessel, scar or skin fold at the tip  of an injured or previously 
frozen b e ll. Sebaceous and sweat glands, however, were present in 
the skin of the b e ll. The most detailed descriptions of tjiêse 
glands and understanding of the nature of th e ir secretions result 
principally from studies of human skin but also from studies of 
other mamnals.
■ ' \







- Sebaceous glands are located in the, dermis and connect 
by a short duct to the side of an,adjacent hair fo llic le . Eaçh 
gland is usually comprised of several alveoli or acini &capsulated ' 
by a layer of cbnnective tissue (Leeson and Leeson 1976). The 
alveoli are f il le d  With s tratified  epithelial cells. The germinative
' A'"" ' - ■
cells around the.periphery of the alveolus stain densely basophilic.
These cells bê )pme more cuboidal and f i l le d  with fa t- lik e  droplets
as they are pushed toward the,neck of the alveolus. Here the cells
rupture and release th e ir contents termed sebum, which' in humans,
has been identified as a mixture of cholesterol, phospholipids and
> •
triglycerides (Strauss and Hatoltsy 1973). The discharge of sebum 
.is aided by contraction of the arrector p ili  muscle and pressure of 
.increasing gland content (Leeson and Leeson 1976). I t  is generally 
acknowledged that sebum serves to oil the hair and prevent drying 
of the skin (Ryder 1973) but i t  may also be involved in olfactory or 
pheromonal communication (Quay 1977);
The sweat glands of mammalian skin are classified as either 
eccrine or apocrine. These have traditionally  been thought of as 
two d istinctly  d ifferent specialized forms of sweat glands but some 
recent authors (Ryder 1973) suggest the differences between eccrine 
and apocrine glands may not be as greap as once thought. Both type 
are tubular in,structure and are (Inbranched. Eccrine sweat glands are 
widely distributed in hyman skin but are largely restricted to 
unhaired areas of-skin in other mammals (Strauss and Matlotsy 1973).
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The colled'Secretory portion of the tubule is lined by a simple ^
layer of cftlumnar or cuboldal ep ith e lia l.ce lls , some of which stàln: 
basophilic and others which are eosinophilic. The lumen of the ;
- i  ' " '
tubule is re la tive ly  narrow. An incomplete layer of myoepithelial 
cells surrounds the secretory portion of the tubule. The duct 
of the eccrine gland is not connected to hair fo llic le s  but empties 
directly to the sfin surface uia'a corkscrew-like duct. In humans 
the sweat secreted by eccrine glands is a transparent, watery liquid  
containing a variety of ions including sodium, chloride and potassium 
as well as some urea and lactate. Sweat .functions primarily in 
fac ilita tin g  evaporative heat loss. ,
Apocrine sweat glands are found over the entire skin surface 
of most mammals. They have a larger tubule lumen, are less coiled 
and more deeply embedded in the dermis than are eccrine glands'•(Leeson 
and Leeson 1976). The secretory portion of the tubule is lined with 
simple cuboidal or columnar cells with a rounded basal nucleus containing 
a prominent nucleolus. These secretory cells are eosinophilic (Strauss, 
and Matoltsy 1973). Numerous spindle-shaped myoepithelial cells ■' 
surround the secretory portion of the tubule and are thought to aid 
in emptying the contents of the gland v ia  a fa ir ly  straight duct 
connected to a hair fo llic le . In contrast to eccrine sweat glands, 
apocrine gland secretions contain protein which in many mammals is 
suspected of being important in olfactory communication (Schaffer 1940;
Quay 1968, 1977; Strauss and-Ebling 1970; Quay and Mliller-Schwarze 1970). ^
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Concentrations of skin glands in particular regions of ■ 
thé body are well known among .the Cefvidae‘ (Schaffer 1940; ' ^
• Quay 1955,- 1959; Taylor 1956; Graf 1956; MUl 1 e r-S c h w a rzA # ^  I f 71 ;
' " '  i'ü . ; ' : .  i
Quay and Hüller-Schwarze 1970, 197); Müllér-Schwar^e ^pd Mül1er-
' ' . - : ' ' ' ' ' '. \  ) •' . . ' 
Schwarze 1971; Bubenik e t a l .  1979.). These include the so-called
' '  : r ,  "  " /->•'' -
ta rsa l, metatar$al\.» ih tfrd ig ita  caudal and antorbital gl ands ;
In those ungulates with prominent tarsal glands such as Odocoileus spp., 
Eangifer spp. and mooŝ p, animals commonly rub the hocks together as 
urine is directed over the glan({s.^ Mül 1er-Schwarze et a l. (1977) 
reported that black-tailed deer commonly sn iff the mixture of tarsal 
gland secretion and urine pi^duced in .th is  way. Moose have conspicuous 
tarsal glands on the inside o f the hock jo in ts , in terdigital glands'̂ » 
between the toes and antorbital glands (Sokolov, 1964; Bubenik e t  a l .  
1979). Specific glandular areas in the metatarsal region may be present 
among some moose in Europe (Schaffer, 1940) but are not readily visible  
on moose in northwestern Ontario and have never been investigated 
specifically. y
The localized glandular areas have been studied histologically 
in some cervids (Quay 1955, 1959; Polukhov and Kulikova 1958; Sokolov 
1964; Quay and Mullër Schwarze 1970, 1971 ; Müiler-Schwarze and Muller- 
Schwarze.1971) and to some extent the ir secretory products have been 
characterized by histochemical techniques (Brownlee e t a l .  1969;
Bubenik e t a l .  1979) but l i t t l e  is known of the precise role such products 
may play in olfactory conmunication between animals. In such areas.
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•apocrine sweat glands are numerous,and sebaceous glands and
' ' ■ . - ' , '■ . . 
arrector muscles are larger than found in surrounding skin tissue
(Quay/and Miiller-Schwarze 1970, 1971), Specialized hairs termed
‘osmetrichia’ were reported by Miil 1er-Schwarze et a t .  (1977) fn the
. ' '  . ' ' ' . f  .  - : :
tarsal gland of black-tailed deer and are believed to aid 'in
specialized scent retention and distribution. The cursory
histological examination of tarsal gland tissue in the present
study revealed the presence of apocrine-like sweat glands similar
in appearance to those reported in tarsal gland tissue of other
cervids (Quay 1955, 1959; Quay and Müller-<Sçhwarze 1970, 1971).
In the skin of the be ll, sebaceous glands were present
in the mid-term fetus as well as in older animals where they appeared
larger in males than in females. Sebaceous glands in the bell also
. . 
appeared to be larger in summer than in winter. Similar seasonal
differences in the size of sebaceous glands in body skin have also
been reported in moose by Sokolov (1964) and in roedeer, Capreolua
capreolua L ., by Schumacher '(1936) and In pronghorn by Moy (1969, 1970).
I t  is unknown whether sebaceous gland secretions include any specific
pheromone or chemical scent cues (Quay and Müller-Schwarze 1970).
Sweat glands observed in the skin of the bell 'had a smaller
limien diameter, were less numerous, more tig h tly  coiled and not ,as
deeply embedded in the dermis as apocrine-like glands seen in tarsal
glands. Although these swat glands were closely associated with hair
 ̂ fo llic le s  i t  was not.possible to determine whether th e ir ducts emptied
- .
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into the fo llic le  or directly qnto thé epidermal surface. Their 
morpHology and staining properties most closely resembled glands 
classified as eccrine in human skin by Strauss and Ebling (1970);
Bloom and Fawcett (1975) and Leeson and Leeson (1976). They were 
similar in appearance to sweat glands seen in skin of the cheek.
Sokolov (1964) also found the histology and distribution of sweat 
and sebaceous glands in the bell similar to those in body skin.
I t  therefore appears doubtful that the sebaceous and sweat glands 
in the moose, bell arevany more specialized than those elsewhere in 
general body skin. , '
Although i t  appears unlikely that the bell is a specialized 
secretory area, .it,could possibly serve indirectly to disseminate 
scent. Thé mate grey watgrbutk, Onotvague megacer-os Gray and Capra 
spp. for example, splash urine and sometimes sperm into the hair or 
beard of the throat region (Lott 1974; Walthers 1977). This behavior 
has not beeif observed.in .moose but males dig pits in the earth dùring
the breeding season into which they urinate (Kakies 1936; Skuncke 1949;
'. : ' ' ' " ; ' , '' ' '' ^-''1'' : ' '
Thompson 1949Ï Albnann 1969; Geist 1963; Lent ,19m). ' The bulls may mark
their antlers with urihé^^^wkéd eaf%^^;before 1 ayingidown and rolling in
the rut p it (Van Wormer 1972). lÿiW'éiyin ^.fway'haye a stro i^  p^our
"  ...y z "
associated with the, head region which may result frdm contact!with. . 
rut pits or be produced, by s k i n . gl ands p e r c o # f  : to A. Bubenik
1978). Self-marking with urine has been/described in bison and reindeer.
'  "  '  ' • '  ^  - . '  . /  "  '
{Rangifer spp.) by Lojt (1974) and Espmark. ( 19^4J l féspKfive ly . These , *
i . ■ -  . '  :
. 'i
"S ' y; ' . : ' '.. ' : ..
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1 "
authors have suggested thit the odour o f  Individual male urine 
may permit bulls to usi prt-establlshej dominance relations
■ i ■ ■ . -f
^  effectively In the dark. One might speculate that the dangling
moose bell. If marked with urine might similarly serve to
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APPENDIX 1, Number o f  moose b e ü s  examined 1975 - 1978
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Appendix i  'Selected p ro file s  o f moose showing bell development and degree of 
pigmentation in d iffe re n t age groups (a fte r  Bubenik et a l .1977)
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